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Join up!
For a fair, peaceful, healthy and cooperative world

campusperlapau.uoc.edu
This is the portal of peace, where you 
will find tons of information related to 
the courses offered by the School of 
Cooperation, news and journalistic arti-
cles, interviews with experts, audiovisu-
al resources and links, digital publica-
tions, the KIOSC, the socially conscious 
Eco-boutique and much more!

resoluciodeconflictes.com 
This is a Catalan-language website 
for professionals in conflict resolution 
and transformation. It contains a wide 
range of training materials, news items 
and a conflictology forum.

journal-of-conflictology.uoc.edu
Subscribe to the biannual digital maga-
zine in English which discusses peace 
studies, conflictology, non-violence, 
crisis management, mediation and 
alternative justice systems.

If you would like to know more about us 
or receive our newsletter, you can find 
us at cooperacio@uoc.edu

Promoting and developing the values of social justice, peace and 
sustainability are even more important in times of crisis. And to 
do it, mutual support and alliances are needed.

Ever since it was founded, the mission of the Campus for 
Peace has been to cooperate and to facilitate social justice, 
human rights and sustainability in our world for those already 
working for peace beyond what the UOC can offer: information 
technologies and knowledge. The university’s capacity for 
research and massive virtual education fosters alliances among 
everyone working to spread the capacity to solve social and 
humanitarian problems worldwide through scientific and 
technological knowledge, and through a virtual platform that 
reaches everyone quickly, efficiently and economically.

Based on the values of pacifism, social justice, cooperation, 
ecology, sustainability and human rights, mutual support is at 
the philosophical root of alliances. Joining up meaning pooling 
resources and efforts in favour of our shared objectives.

While undergraduate levels at the university are governed 
by laws and post-graduate programmes by the market, we at the 
Campus for Peace are governed by neither educational laws nor 
the supply and demand of the markets. Instead, we are governed 
by the real challenges, difficulties, conflicts and problems of 
our societies today with the clear goal of providing solutions, 
social justice, respect, dignity and the healthy and peaceful 
environment needed to enjoy it all.

We encourage you to participate!

Eduard Vinyamata
Director of the Campus for Peace, the School 
of Cooperation and CREC-IN3 (UOC)
evinyamata@uoc.edu



we promoted

we cooperated

we participated

The Campus for Peace does Teaming 
This is an Internet initiative which helps to 
finance our socially-conscious educational 
projects through monthly micro-donations 
of one euro.

KIOSC, the venue of virtual devel-
opment cooperation resources  
This website offers free access to a vast 
variety of digital educational materials on 
development cooperation. 

A large team of cyber-volunteers 
This year, more than 160 volunteers, 
many of them virtual, have helped with our 
communication, training programmes and 
programme organisation.

Charitable gift campaign  
For Christmas, the Campus for Peace 
invited everyone to exercise responsible 
consumption and purchase gifts from the 
socially conscious Eco-Boutique as their 
contribution to improving the planet.

“We protect childhood” on Tots x 
tots (Everyone for Everyone) on 
COM Ràdio Every two weeks, we help to 
prevent against child sexual exploitation 
on the radio programme hosted by Ramon 
Company and Siscu Baiges.

The Cooperation Steering Plan 
has been activated Promoted by 
the Municipal Council on International 
Cooperation, of which the UOC is a 
member, this plan will define the actions 
planned for the forthcoming years.

We have expanded the network  
This academic year, the Campus for Peace 
has joined DARE,  International Peace 
Bureau, Mediate.com, Association Sport 
et Citoyenneté, Association for Conflict 
Resolution and ISSA-AISS.

The Vicent Ferrer Foundation,  
an example worth following  
The School of Cooperation will use the 
Foundation, which stands out for having 
served more than 2,000,000 needy 
people, as a case study.

Alliance with UNITAR UOC students 
will soon have the chance to do internships 
at this United Nations institute and earn 
course credit.

National Values Plan Eduard 
Vinyamata will serve as an advisor to 
this initiative undertaken by the Catalan 
Government’s Ministry of Welfare and 
Family whose goal is to promote a new 
civic culture in Catalonia. 

Building Peace in the 21st Century 
Eduard Vinyamata participated as an 
expert in the international congress held 
in Barcelona in April 2012, which also fea-
tured personalities like John Paul Lederach.

Conferences “Peace & Sport” and 
“Global Sport Forum” in Monaco 
The UNESCO-FFCB-UOC Chair attended 
this conference to share its activities in the 
fields of sports for development and peace.

Gathering at Marketplace 2011  
The Campus for Peace attended Market-
place 2011 in Barcelona in November 2011. 
This gathering brought together more than 
50 socially-conscious companies and 
volunteer organisations from Catalonia.

Alternativa 13 Volunteer students 
participated in this alternative reality game 
developed by the Anesvad Foundation 
whose goal is to raise awareness of the 
right to health.

First annual meeting of the network 
of schools for climate change This is 
an initiative of Ecoserveis and the Lifelong 
Learning programme of the European 
Commission on Education and Training.
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Times of crisis,  
times of opportunities

Amidst the widespread malaise prompted by the recession,  
the lectures “Times of crisis, times of opportunities” held  
by the School of Cooperation during the first half of 2012 were 
a breath of fresh air and positive energy which encouraged 
participants to provide answers to society’s needs that have 
emerged from the crisis.

The School offered three talks from different perspectives, 
entitled “Opportunities for change towards a sustainable 
economy”, “Housing: Sustainable options of a fundamental 
right” and “International cooperation: Does today’s model work?”

At the first lecture, the participants enjoyed a prestigious 
speaker, the economist Arcadi Oliveres. Along with the 
founder of the socially-conscious movement Teaming, Jil 
Van Eyle, spoke about the social economic model. Oliveres 
explained to a packed audience the measures that should be 
taken to handle the crisis.

The second lecture on sustainable housing also aroused 
a great deal of interest. The editor-in-chief of the magazine 
Ecohabitar, Toni Marín, and architect Jordi Badia noted that 
the severe crisis could lead to more ecological and healthful 
housing. Likewise, the last talk, a debate on the future of 
development cooperation which was held in Manresa, on  
the outskirts of Barcelona, did not disappoint the audience, 
as the experts put up a watertight defence of their different 
points of view on the model that should be followed after the 
recent budgetary cut-backs.

This series will continue during the next academic year and 
was made possible thanks to the cooperation of the International 
Graduate Institute and the Regional Network of the UOC.

MASTER’S AND POSTGRADUATED COURSES

Workshop on Dependency  
and ICT
The Spanish Red Cross and the School of 
Cooperation organised the event to present 
and future status of this professional field and 
to share the ICT used in managing resources 
for dependent persons. 

The School of Cooperation  
in figures
The School of Cooperation offered 77 courses: 
seven Master’s, 15 post-graduate courses, 25 
specialisations and 31 in-house programmes on 
humanitarian action, dependency, conflictology, 
international humanitarian law, management of 
non-profit entities and sustainability. A total of 
1,528 students and 129 instructors participated 
in these courses.

New programmes  
successfully launched
The semester got underway with a large 
number of students registered in the new 
Master’s on Humanitarian Action adapted for 
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), 
along with the first edition of the post-graduate 
course on Design for Sustainability.

BRIEF NOTICES



Master’s from the 
UNESCO-FFCB-UOC Chair

UNESCO, the FC Barcelona Foundation (FFCB) and the UOC 
have joined forces to prepare future coaches for peace. The 
Master’s in Sports as a Tool for Social Coexistence and Conflict 
Resolution will get underway in academic year 2012-2013 
with the goal of teaching participants to use sports as an 
instrument of socialisation.

The Master’s prepares professionals to get the maximum 
yields from sports when educating and intervening in settings 
with low social cohesion and a high degree of socio-political 
conflict. Drawing from disciplines like education, psychology, 
physical activity and primary care, the students will be taught 
strategies on how to resolve the conflicts that emerge from 
social, cultural, racial or religious issues.

This training is theoretical, yet also practical, “since the 
knowledge acquired is applicable to different settings today 
and to different groups”, claims the coordinator of the School 
of Cooperation, Carme Anguera, who views sports as a “highly 
effective” tool to work with groups of immigrant youths and 
females, socially disadvantaged children, individuals excluded 
from society or people with special needs. Eduard Vinyamata, 
the Director of the Campus for Peace, concurs: “Sports is a 
universal language that boosts tolerance and fosters peace”.

The Master’s will have English and Spanish versions and will 
consist of a first post-graduate programme, Sports and Social 
Coexistence, which will begin in October 2012, and a second 
programme, Sports and Conflict Resolution, which is scheduled 
to begin in 2013.

SPECIALISED COURSES

Combating child sexual 
exploitation 
In view of the huge demand for the course 
on preventing and combating child sexual 
exploitation, a second edition will get 
underway soon. The programme examines  
the causes of this problem along with 
preventative campaigns.

Disarmament for Development, 
with the IPB  
The International Peace Bureau and the School 
of Cooperation have designed a virtual course 
on how to conduct a campaign to lower military 
spending in favour of sustainable development.  

Training for more than 40 
administrators on municipal 
cooperation
A course was held with the Catalan 
Development Cooperation Fund and the 
Barcelona Town Hall to improve decentralised 
municipal cooperation. The course was 
targeted at administrators working in the  
Town Hall and NGOs.

BRIEF NOTICES



More training  
for 2013

The School of Cooperation is working to develop the training 
programmes that will be launched shortly. One example is the 
post-graduate programme on Human Security, the Master’s on 
Climate Change and International Development Cooperation, 
and the courses on Ecological Agriculture and Action for Peace 
for Teachers and Educators.

“We are updating the old list of courses, continuing to offer 
the courses with the highest demand and expanding the roster 
with new programmes”, Carme Anguera, the coordinator of 
the School of Cooperation, announced. Academic year 2012-
2013 will mark the launch of the Master’s offered by the 
UNESCO-FFCB-UOC Chair, but we are also preparing a series 
of specialised training courses which will be held jointly with 
other organisations.

The in-house courses which will get underway in early 2013 
include Action for Peace for Teachers and Educators, which will 
be held in conjunction with the Movement for Peace (MPDL). Its 
goal is to provide instructors with the tools needed to deal with 
conflicts at school. The course on Ecological Agriculture will 
also be launched shortly.

As for the post-graduate courses, the course on Human 
Security will be launched with the mission of preparing 
the members of the security forces to act on the ground 
without using force in situations of violent conflict. Also 
in the works is the Master’s on Climate Change, which will 
lead to a publication and a congress, and the Master’s on 
International Development Cooperation targeted at municipal 
administrators, universities, NGOs and sports clubs.

NEWS FROM THE SCHOOL OF COOPERATION

Online university in Haiti 
Sixty-six Haitian teachers took the online 
train the trainer course which was developed 
and coordinated by the UOC’s School of 
Cooperation in conjunction with the State 
University of Haiti (UEH). The goal of the 
seminar was to introduce the teachers to the 
methodology of e-learning and to improve their 
virtual teaching skills.

Training for 80 teachers  
from Cameroon 
In 2011, the School of Cooperation offered a 
course on Teaching Virtually, a train the trainer 
programme taught in French and targeted at 
80 professors from the Yaoundé I Polytechnic 
University in Cameroon. The project aimed to 
provide the educators with enough knowledge 
about online education to enable them to 
launch a virtual university in the future. To date, 
professors from the faculties of art, literature, 
social sciences, sciences, medicine, biomedical 
sciences, education and engineering have 
benefited from the course.

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS PROJECTS



5th International 
Congress on Conflictology

This congress is a chance for professionals and experts working 
in peace, justice, conflict management, mediation, arbitration 
and reconciliation to gather together and exchange experiences. 
The 5th International Congress on Conflictology and Peace will 
bring together many conflict resolution experts from around 
the world on the 27th and 28th of September 2012.

This edition of the congress is focused on networking 
and will encourage new ideas to be generated thanks to a 
more dynamic, integrative and participative format. Both 
workshops are planned as forums of debate, project gestation 
and workshops designed to examine different aspects of 
conflictology in a more practical, interactive way. This year the 
topic focused on conflicts and sports, family and educational 
conflicts, and the management of crises and armed conflicts.

Campus for Peace prizes
The Campus for Peace Prizes were held for the first time this 
year. These prizes publicly recognise individuals or public 
or private non-profit entities or institutions which have 
contributed to peace processes by defending human rights 
without violence, providing humanitarian aid in emergency 
situations, ensuring the sustainability of the planet, 
promoting the use of ICTs in the sphere of cooperation or 
facilitating literacy and access to knowledge.

The jury for the prizes is made up of members of the 
Scientific and Technical Committee of the congress. Three 
prizes with equal rank and awards were given out.

The International Society  
of Conflictologists is founded
This virtual platform brings together around a 
thousand conflict resolution experts to foster 
networking and the exchange of experiences.

Two years of the  
Journal of Conflictology 
This biannual, English-language journal has 
published four issues since it was launched.  
It contains scholarly articles on the theories  
of non-violence and conflict transformation.

New avenues of research  
at the CREC-IN3 
The Centre for Research and Studies in 
Conflictology plans to research human 
security, community mediation and conflict 
analysis in organisations and companies.

Graó publishes  
Vivir y convivir en paz
This book includes articles from 13 experts 
who propose techniques and practices to be at 
peace with oneself and live together in harmony.

Mediation workshop: 
Constructing citizenship 
Experts in citizen and community mediation 
participated in this workshop aimed at 
spearheading scholarly research in this field 
and improving peaceful coexistence.

SPECIAL REPORT ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION


